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`Scienti�c Computing' describes a family of approaches to obtain approxi-
mate solutions to problems...

...once they've been stated mathematically.

� Name some applications
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� Problems with real numbers (i.e. `continuous' problems)

� What mathematical ideas do we use?

� How good of an answer can we expect to our problem?

� How fast can we expect the computation to complete?

� How do these numerical methods get implemented?
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bit.ly/cs450-s16

� Assignments

� HW0!

� Pre-lecture quizzes

� In-lecture interactive content (bring computer or phone if
possible)

� Textbook

� Exams

� Class outline (with links to notes/demos/activities/quizzes)

� Virtual Machine Image

� Piazza



� Policies

� Video
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� Reasonably readable

� Reasonably beginner-friendly

� Mainstream (top 5 in `TIOBE Index')

� Free, open-source

� Great tools and libraries (not just) for scienti�c computing

� Python 2/3? 3!

� numpy: Provides an array datatype
Will use this and matplotlib all the time.

� See class web page for learning materials

����� Sum the squares of the integers from 0 to 100.
First without numpy, then with numpy.
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� To be able to compute a solution (through a process that introduces
errors), the problem...
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� We excluded discontinuous problems�because we don't stand much
chance for those.
...what if the problem's input dependency is just close to discontinuous?
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� ���� does approximation happen?



����� Truncation vs. Rounding
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� Compute the surface area of the earth.
What parts of your computation are approximate?
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� How do we measure error?
����� Consider all error as being ����� ���� the result.
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� What's a norm?

� De�ne norm.

� Examples of norms?

� Does the choice of norm really matter much?
In finitely many
dimensions,
all norms are equivalentt



����� Vector norms


